
Efficient and future-proof:
How accurate addresses are transforming  

the automotive and logistics sectors



The speed at which the digital revolution is taking place 
means that existing systems and infrastructure are 
struggling to keep up. One vital system in need of an 
upgrade is addressing, the quality of which has  
far-reaching implications – from automotive navigation  
to deliveries and logistics.

Despite technological advances in satellite navigation  
and location services, many countries depend on 
addressing systems that were designed for a different 
time. Although they may have been fit for purpose then, 
many addressing systems do not optimally serve the era 
we live in, and will be even more inadequate in the near 
future of delivery drones and autonomous vehicles.
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When new builds emerge or streets take on new 
names, it often takes time to become 'visible' on 
mapping systems. 

Current street addressing systems aren't precise 
enough for the fast-approaching reality of  
drones deliveries and autonomous vehicles 
becoming standard.

This report explores the global need for more 
accurate addressing, provides evidence that 
accurate, future-facing addressing is crucial to help 
drive change and innovation in the automotive 
and logistics industries, and proposes what3words’ 
innovative system as a solution.

what3words commissioned an independent study by OnePoll to measure 
people's experience with current navigation solutions and the accuracy of 
traditional addresses. 3,000 motorists equally spread across the UK, Germany 
and the USA and aged 18-70 were surveyed.

A street address may point someone towards  
a particular building or house but is unhelpful  
when it comes to directing people to specific 
entrances, car parks or pick-up points – locations 
that visitors, delivery drivers and taxis often spend 
time looking for.

Many places, from beachside car parks to informal 
settlements, have no address at all.

Around the world, duplicate and similar addresses 
within the same country mean that mistakes are 
easy to make, and errors often go unnoticed on the 
road, until it's too late. 

The problems with  
addressing
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Only 30% of street addresses in the UK lead directly  
to the entrance. The majority of addresses direct people  
to an imprecise location outside a building or on a road.  
This is particularly problematic for those living in multi-address 
buildings, rural areas, or new builds, as well as those who  
work on industrial estates, where one address can cover acres 
of land.

Three quarters of UK residents (75%) say that deliveries, 
services and visitors struggle to find their homes or 
businesses. Globally, 70% claim their address does not lead 
directly to the front door of their property.

Nearly three in five (57%) consumers have to take 
phone calls from companies who have trouble finding  
them – be they taxi firms, food delivery drivers or couriers. 

Of those who have to provide additional directions,  
one in ten (10%) globally have had to resort to 
scribbling a map with pen and paper.

Current addressing systems  
are not accurate enough
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80% of motorists use satellite navigation in their cars, 
but 87% of them do not trust it to direct them to the right 
destination every time. 

22% of drivers have ended up in the wrong place 
entirely when following a sat nav to a postal address.

35% try to navigate to a place that doesn’t  
have an official address, for example, a new-build, beach  
or pop-up store.

Location accuracy, clunky interfaces and issues around 
speech recognition are among the main problems reported 
by sat nav users.

When it comes to voice input, 38% struggle to be 
recognised by their in-car device or find them difficult 
to program. 

Globally, satellite navigation  
is problematic
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Many attempts have been made to solve the problems associated with 
current street addressing systems, but they typically use long combinations 
of letters and numbers. These are not human friendly; they're hard to 
remember, easy to get wrong, and difficult to say over the phone or use with 
voice navigation systems.

Take the following geographic codes for the same location on West 45th 
Street, Manhattan, in New York.

Attempted solutions

Longitude / latitude       40.758895, -73.9873197
GEOHASH + ETH               XrCNF1tAaz5x1Huw6o5GLbtMDqc1Nn4xqX
CSC                                         5AH71r9wTRp9eHsqR
geohash                               dr5ru7k
xaddress                              2399 OUT CASTS
Plus Code                            87G8Q257+H3
what3words                      ///rocky.silver.funded
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The simplest way to  
communicate location
what3words is a global addressing system that allows everyone to talk  
about precise locations easily, and gives people all over the world a truly 
reliable address for the first time. 

It has divided the world into 3m x 3m squares and given each one  
a 3 word address. ///rocky.silver.funded is the 3 word address for the 
Manhattan location mentioned above. 

This solution to the addressing problem is unique in that it is based on  
words. Words are easier to remember than alphanumeric codes, and help 
avoid mistakes; the system’s AutoSuggest feature makes clever suggestions 
about what it thinks the user meant, even if the search contains typos  
or other mistakes. The system is also available in 22 languages, so people 
from all around the world can use it in their native tongue.
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Implications of poor addressing  
for the automotive industry

1Motorists waste 29 hours every year using sat navs, study finds, The Telegraph, 30 May 2017 

More than 70% of UK drivers use satellite navigation, and an incredible 96% of 
Germans. Sat navs are now built into vehicle head units as standard for most models, 
but the average motorist still spends 29 hours a year1 getting lost or taking  
a detour because of poor sat nav directions.

Why did drivers end up at  
the wrong location?
People cited the following 4 issues as the main reasons why their navigation  
system gave them directions to the wrong place:

    The address or postcode pointed to the wrong place 
    The address or postcode referred to the centre  
    of a building rather than a specific entrance
    The location did not have a postal or street address 
    The location did not have a recognised address yet  
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Every single sat nav user what3words polled said they had gotten lost following  
their sat nav at some point, and 60% cited things they dislike about using them. 
These included: cumbersome interfaces, unreliable voice input, inability to recognise 
addresses, and directing them to the wrong place.

Of those drivers who ended up in the wrong location, nearly three quarters (73%) 
said it was down to the inaccuracy of the addresses they tried to find or the fact that 
the location they wanted had no address. Meeting places can be anywhere – parks, 
beaches, or pop-ups, for example. In these cases, sat navs have to rely on an inexact 
road name or general area, and more than a third (35%) of people surveyed by 
what3words reported that this has been a problem.
 

What are customers saying?

Every 3m x 3m square in the world has already been assigned an address that  
people can use to find precise locations like entrances and parking spots. 

Because they are unique, precise, and cover the entire globe, 3 word addresses 
eliminate all of the issues mentioned above. 

How can 3 word addresses help?
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Sat navs or apps 
can only be as  
accurate as the  
addressing data 
they use
3 word addresses are accurate and 
allow people to refer to locations 
very precisely, without the need for 
complicated directions.
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Building the world’s first car with  
3 word address voice navigation integrated 
into its infotainment system

Mercedes-Benz has become the first global OEM  
to integrate what3words into its head unit. Drivers  
will be able to enter precise destinations using  
3 word addresses by voice or text. 

what3words voice navigation will launch in the  
new Mercedes-Benz A-Class this spring, and will  
be made available to drivers of NTG5.51 models 
via an over the air system update.

Case study:  
Mercedes-Benz

"With Mercedes-Benz User Experience,  
we have moved one big step closer  
to our goal of making the vehicle into  
a mobile assistant. Our collaboration 
with what3words is heading in exactly 
this direction. Inputting locations in 
a simple way makes life easier for 
our customers and ensures a special 
experience."
 
Sajjad Khan 
Vice President of Digital Vehicle & Mobility at Daimler

1 Requirements: COMAND, linked to Mercedes-Me, service Local Search activated
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38% of those surveyed said they struggle to 
be understood by their in-car voice navigation 
system or find them difficult to program 

Street addresses are often long and tricky to enter, 
and take a frustratingly long time to input into car 
navigation systems. Voice can help avoid clunky 
interfaces, but vocalising traditional addresses leads 
to frequent errors and miscommunications.

15 Ammanford Road and 50 Ammanford Road are 
hard for a speech recognition system to distinguish 
between. Similarly, voicing lat, long coordinates or 
the aforementioned alphanumeric solutions could 
result in mistakes that would be difficult to spot.
Finally, street names are far from unique: there are 
34 Victoria Roads in London alone, and an incredible 

632 Juarez Streets in Mexico City, meaning that 
drivers risk selecting the wrong destination.

The only addressing system built for voice 
what3words only uses a list of around 25,000 
dictionary words that are easy to program into  
voice-controlled assistants. 

It accounts for similar words like coffee and toffee, 
and words that are easily confused, such as stole 
and stolen.

3 word addresses are all unique, and similar ones 
are placed far apart to make any mistakes obvious  
to the user. 

3 word addresses are being input by voice to 
fly DXC drones, direct IBM’s #AccessibleOlli, 
and in Mercedes-Benz cars

what3words  
and voice input
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Automotive technology is progressing at a rapid 
rate, and OEMs – like Audi, Tesla and Nissan – are 
investing millions in the race towards autonomous 
vehicles. Driverless cars will need to have supreme 
accuracy: the directions we give taxi drivers will fall 
on deaf ears when driving is automated.  

The driverless future in which we will be able to ride 
autonomous vehicles to a precise location without 
having to provide directions will stay out of reach if 
exact drop-off locations are impossible to specify 
and communicate. 
 
For it to become a reality, there needs to be a radical 
change in the location data we use. The way we 
communicate location could be the catalyst to 
autonomous technology uptake.

Driving the future 
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3 word addresses make driverless vehicles more  
accessible to people with disabilities

what3words enables users of #AccessibleOlli, IBM and Local 
Motors' self-driving shuttle, to communicate precise locations. 
#AccessibleOlli is a crowdsourced effort to create the most 
accessible form of transport for those with disabilities and the 
visually impaired.

3 word addresses allow people to be picked up and dropped  
off at very specific places, limiting the distance they have to travel 
after being dropped off, and allowing them to specify accessible 
entrances such as ramps.

 1#AccessibleOlli: Creating freedom in transport, IBM, 22 December 2017

Case Study:  
#AccessibleOlli1
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The e-commerce boom has led to an increase in 
deliveries. The US mail industry, which generates 
$1.4 trillion annually and creates 7.5 million jobs, 
is the biggest shipping market in the world1. In the 
UK, the market was worth £9.7 billion at the end of 
20162 and is expected to expand by 2.3 billion items 
annually to 20233. Today, as many as 85% of UK 
internet users make online purchases4.

But inaccurate addresses are costing businesses 
a lot of money. The last mile – the last leg of the 
delivery journey – accounts for up to 55% of the 
total delivery cost5,  up to $192.5 billion in 2017, 
largely because an address can guide drivers to a 
street or general area, but not necessarily to the door 
the package needs to be delivered to. 

With global B2C e-commerce set to reach $2.3 
trillion this year6 and the global cost of delivery 
amounting to $350 billion in 20177, it is commercially 
imperative that a more accurate address system is 
implemented.

Implications of poor  
addressing for  
the logistics industry

1United States Postal Service, The Top 12 Things You Should Know About the U.S. Postal 
Service, 12 December 2017

2UK parcels market nears £10bn in annual turnover, Financial Times, 20 February 2017

3PwC Strategy & Economics, The outlook for UK mail volumes to 2023, Royal Mail Group, 
15 July 2013

4UNCTAD B2C E-commerce Index 2016, UNCTAD Technical Notes on ICT for 
Development - no. 7, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2016 

5Global parcel delivery market worth $350 billion in 2017, Manufacturing  
& Logistics IT, 2 November 2017 

6The latest delivery battlefield - your doorstep, Delivered - The Global Logistics 
Magazine, DHL, November 2016 

7Global parcel delivery market worth $350 billion in 2017, Transglobal Express,  
17 January 2018
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According to what3words’ survey, 70% of people 
in the UK claim their address does not lead directly 
to the front door of their property, which means 
delivery drivers waste time locating it when they get  
to the address.

Nearly 57% of UK consumers have to take phone 
calls from companies who have trouble finding them 
– be they taxi firms, food delivery drivers or couriers. 
Phone calls can be frustrating and annoying for 
customers to receive, and mean that drivers have 
already wasted time trying to find the location, 
failed, and resorted to making a phone call. 

A combined 35% of consumers said they have had 
issues with deliveries or services finding their home 
or business address and nearly three in ten (28%) 
receive phone calls from couriers trying to deliver  
to their address.

A quarter have to give an additional explanation to 
delivery drivers on top of their address. Methods 
range from providing written details (40%), using 
nearby landmarks (35%) and, astonishingly, 14% 
resort to drawing a map.

One in five (22%) in the USA find it necessary to 
draw a map to help find their location, while 57% 
admit to leaving a phone number, so they can talk  
a driver through the directions.

What are customers saying?
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Every year in the UK, 25 million pieces of 
undeliverable mail are destroyed due to addressing 
errors1. 

23% of mail in the US is sent containing an 
address error2.

Undeliverable as addressed mail costs the US 
logistics industry around $20 billion annually3. 

Six million UK residents are still unable  
to make online purchases because their  
delivery and billing addresses are unverifiable4. 

Deliveries fail in  
"well-addressed" countries

1Absolutely criminal - Is Poor Addressing Damaging Your Business?, 
Neopost, 7 Jun 2017 

2 AEC and AEC II User Guide, United States Postal Service, January 2017 

3Office of Inspector General, Strategies for Reducing Undeliverable as  
Addressed Mail - Management Advisory Report, United States Postal Service,  
1 May 2015 

4GBG (12 December 2017)

Commercial enterprises that rely on delivering 
goods, services and utilities are wasting time, 
money and resources, losing the trust of loyal 
customers, and struggling to capitalise on  
on-demand, same-day and one-hour deliveries.
 
Consumer expectations have never been higher: 
18% admitted concerns related to delivery timelines 
when making an online purchase1. Businesses 
with premium delivery options stand out within 
the marketplace and companies that offer them 
grow 1.6 times faster than those that do not2. In 
fact, every tenth US dollar spent on cross-border 
e-commerce is made via a time-definite shipment3. 
More than 50% of online businesses plan on 
providing a same-day service in the next three  
to five years4.

1The 21st Century Spice Trade, DHL, 2 February 2017
2The 21st Century Spice Trade, DHL, 2 February 2017
3Cross-border ecommerce is the new growth buzzword ticking the world,  
Stat Times, 15 January 2018 
4Bringg Team, Same-Day Delivery: 5 Stats You Should Know, Bringg, 29 November 2015

Rising customer  
expectations
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Case Study:  
UK delivery test
what3words tested 3 word address deliveries in the UK  
with an industry-leading global logistics provider

Objective 
Calculate the impact what3words could have on last mile logistics  
in the UK, particularly in the final 250 metres of a journey.
 
Test 
Over the course of five days, four vans delivered to 3 word addresses  
while the other 12 used regular street addresses in East Lancashire  
and Cheshire. 
 
Results 
- Using 3 word addresses led to a 29% improvement in delivery time.
- Average drop-off time with 3 word addresses was 1:33
- Average drop-off time with regular street addresses was 2:10
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Case Study:  
Aramex Global Logistics
Global logistics provider Aramex conducted a delivery test  
in Dubai using 3 word addresses and street addresses

Test 
Four drivers delivered packages to the same 100 locations  
in the well-addressed areas of Al Khawaneej and  
Al Muhaisnah in Dubai, UAE. Two of the drivers were familiar  
with the areas and were given regular street addresses,  
while the other two had never worked in either place and  
were given 3 word addresses.

1Simpler, faster, better: 3 word addresses take on Dubai’s street addresses in Aramex 
delivery challenge, what3words (22 December 2017) 

1
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Results 
- Deliveries to 3 word addresses were 42% faster than  
deliveries to regular street addresses. 

- The drivers using 3 word addresses did not have to  
make a single phone call for additional directions.

- The drivers using regular addresses had to make  
25 customer calls for additional directions.

- The drivers using 3 word addresses spent four hours  
and 28 minutes on the road and covered a total distance of 198km.

- The drivers using regular street addresses spent seven hours  
and 39 minutes on the road and covered a distance of 255km.

what3words found that overall efficiency could be 
improved by 22% when using 3 word addresses instead 
of traditional postal addresses. However, in the last mile, 
where difficult end-stage logistics are involved in the 
process, this figure rises to 29%

*Combined results from 2 drivers using regular addresses 
** Combined results from 2 drivers using 3 word addresses and optimised route navigation
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It’s never been easier to buy goods abroad, and 
cross-border e-commerce is increasing in popularity 
thanks to better logistics and safe and flexible 
payment options. Today, 54% of American shoppers 
have made an online purchase from a foreign site1. 
Cross-border e-commerce is expected to grow by 
25% annually by 2020, which is twice the rate of US 
domestic trade, and translates to  
22% of the global e-commerce market2.

Globally, 35% of consumers purchase goods 
online from outside their home country (up from 
26% in 2014), while 67% of shoppers contribute 
10% of their monthly spending to cross-border 
e-commerce3.

This growth is also being driven by retailers that have 
identified an opportunity to cut out the middleman 
and take consumer sales online, a model that is set 
to grow rapidly4.

With this astounding growth in cross-border 
e-commerce, the need to streamline the delivery 
process is greater than ever. This is particularly 
apparent with regard to shipping timelines, as 
consumers expect fast deliveries, whether ordered 
from down the road or across the globe.

Unlocking international  
e-commerce

1Stacey Rudolph, How Cross-Border Ecommerce is Growing, Business 2 Community,  
3 June 2016 

2The 21st Century Spice Trade, DHL, 2 February 2017

3Sacey Rudolph, How Cross-Border Ecommerce is Growing, Business 2 Community, 3 June 2016

4Cross-border e-commerce is one of the fastest growth opportunities in retail,  
according to DHL report, Deutsche Post DHL Group, 2 February 2017,  
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Addressing formats vary vastly between countries, 
which complicates cross-border deliveries  
and excludes many potential customers from 
shopping online. 

3 word addresses have the same simple format
all over the world, and can be used in  
22 languages. This removes issues experienced  
by international consumers trying to enter  
a valid address at checkout and increases delivery 
speed and efficiency. 

A global standard  
for addressing

The average delivery generates 181g of CO2 
emissions1. With an estimated 1.35 billion deliveries 
due to be made in 20182, that equates to a total of 
244.35 million kg of CO2 emissions. If the logistics 
sector improves its delivery efficiency by 22% using 
what3words, it will avoid releasing 54 million kg  
of CO2 into the atmosphere. 

1Motorists waste 29 hours every year using sat navs, study finds, The Telegraph, 30 May 2017 
2Requirements: COMAND, linked to Mercedes-Me, service Local Search activated

Delivering to 3 word 
addresses helps 
reduce CO2 emissions
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In the same way that many countries have side-
stepped physical banks and jumped straight to 
using mobile payments, developing countries 
would be able to leapfrog traditional addressing 
with what3words.

By providing everyone in the world with a truly 
reliable address, online retailers can offer speedy 
home deliveries, fuelling economic growth and 
opening up cross-border trade opportunities that 
have previously been impossible.

Boosting e-commerce  
in developing markets

Mongolia’s White Friday:
Testing market receptiveness for e-commerce 

Event specifics:
what3words organised ‘White Friday’ with nine 
e-commerce partners, Mongolia’s E-commerce 
Development NGO, KGB Tegbe, and Mongol Post.  
For 24 hours, products were discounted and partners 
offered incentives to use 3 word addresses.

Market receptiveness: 
Order volume on White Friday was 20 times higher  
than average.  
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Within the next 10 years, it is predicted that 
autonomous vehicles will deliver 80% of parcels.  
By 2025, drones will deliver around 13% of all 
consumer items, mostly same-day deliveries.  
To give a sense of scale, in Germany alone, 13%  
of all consumer deliveries will equate to around  
500 million items1.

Consumer giant Amazon first started talking about  
a drone delivery service in 2013. Three years  
later, it completed its first autonomous drop-off  
in Cambridgeshire, England which, albeit  
a test, delivered an item in 13 minutes from click  
to delivery2.

Parcel delivery firm Hermes trialled fleets of self-
driving delivery robots in the London Borough 

of Southwark and Hamburg in Germany, offering 
30-minute slots for consumers returning items 
to retailers or couriering items through its own 
myHermes app3.

Global pizza delivery firm Domino’s has also revealed 
its Domino’s Robotic Unit (DRU), which could form 
part of its autonomous delivery infrastructure4.

With consumers demanding ever faster, more 
reliable and more accurate services, couriers, 
taxi companies and even fast-food delivery firms  
will all require more accurate location data to  
stay competitive.

The future of deliveries

3Hermes tests self-driving robots for London parcel collections,  
Freight in the City, 13 April 2017 

4DRU - DOMINO'S ROBOTIC UNIT, Dominos

1Parcel delivery: The future of last mile, McKinsey & Company,  
September 2016 

2Ed Oswald, Here’s everything you need to know about Amazon’s drone  
delivery project, Prime Air, Digital Trends, 3 May 2017
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Future-facing: 3 word addresses  
are both human and machine-friendly
3 word addresses convert instantly and reliably to coordinates
Drones and delivery robots will need to find exact delivery locations,  
like front doors and cleared-out backyard landing patches, first  
time every time, as people won’t be able to guide them to the correct 
destination with phone calls.

3 word addresses are an easy way for customers to communicate the 
precise location of their front door or garden. They can then be precisely 
reverse-geocoded into machine-friendly coordinates that will direct the 
drone or robot to the precise location.
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The logistics and automotive industries are 
both experiencing fast-paced change, with more 
significant disruptions on the horizon. Today’s global 
economy is driven by technology and consumer 
demand, but these industries are struggling to keep 
up with customer expectations, and to innovate, 
because of poor addressing. 

With global, reliable, and future-facing addresses, 
car makers can enable drivers to navigate accurately, 
whether it’s to a specific entrance to a building or in 
the middle of a field. Voice navigation will become 
the most convenient way to input addresses, rather 
than a cool but hit-or-miss feature. 

Logistics providers will feel the benefit of better 
addressing through increased operational efficiency, 
and the ability to offer faster and more flexible 
services, in line with consumer demand. 

"Poor addressing is delaying the uptake 
of new technologies and the fulfilment 
of ever-rising customer expectations. 
Innovations like what3words can help 
the automotive and logistics industries 
drive the digital era forward."
 
Chris Sheldrick  
CEO and co-founder of what3words

Conclusion
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213 Westbourne Studios
242 Acklam Road
London
W10 5JJ
United Kingdom

contact@what3words.com
what3words.com

Get in touch
index.home.raft
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